CMP “As Issued” M1 Garand/Vintage Rifle Match
10 Dec, 2016, and 14 Jan, 18 Feb, 18 Mar 2017.
Sponsored by:

The Centerville Small Arms, in conjunction with the
Cache Valley Public Shooting Range Logan, Utah
These M1 Garand/Vintage Rifle Matches will be held at the east end of the Logan Cache Valley Public Shooting Range at
2851 West 200 North, Logan, UT at the “Shooters Pavillian” (East building, through Gate) on the above listed dates
starting at 9 AM. The Match Fee will be $25 for adults and Juniors $15. Make checks payable to Centerville Small Arms.
(Be early for registration)
This match is designed for the WWI and WWII Service rifles, however, additional categories outside of these vintage rifles
are added to allow others to participate.
A signed and Notarized CMP Eligibility Affidavit and Liability Agreement IS REQUIRED of all shooters. Go to
http://www.odcmp.com/Competitions/Forms/Affidavit.pdf
for a downloadable form. If your previously signed and
notarized Affidavits are on file from 2015/16. You do not need to sign another one.
Rifles: See
http://thecmp.org/competitions/cmp-competitions-rulebooks/
for rifle specifics. Categories of “As
issued” rifles are:
M1 Garands; Rule 4.2.2
Springfields; Rule 4.2.3
Vintage Military, Rule 4.2.4
M1 Carbines, Rule 5.2.
Modern Military Class A and B. Rules 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 only.
Additionally, the following categories may participate:
Unlimited Garand. Rule 5.2.6
Service Rifle: Juniors using State Assoc AR15s, Certificate for winner. No CMP pins for this category.
Match Rifle: Any Safe Rifle, no Muzzle Brake, 33 Cal or less. There are no, awards or pins for this category.
Ammunition: You will need at least 55 rounds of ammo for the rifle you are going to shoot and an extra magazine or
stripper clip to do a rapid reload. (60 rounds would be better)
Equipment to Bring: A pen or pencil, Hearing Protection, Eye Protection, Something to sit on such as a camp stool. A
pair of padded gloves would be good to have. If you have a shooting mat, bring it. Binoculars or a spotting scope on a
stand to spot your shots will help your score. A shooting jacket, denim jacket, or even a sweatshirt will make the prone
position with a sling more comfortable. Bring drinking water and a lunch. Dress for the weather! (No heat in Pavillian!)
EYE PROTECTION: IS REQUIRED AT THIS RANGE!
Coaching and instruction: will be available if needed. The goal is for everyone to have an enjoyable time.
Note: There are some M1 Garand rifles available for loan. Military ball 30/06 ammunition with clips will be available for
$30.00 for the required 55 rounds and must be used in a borrowed rifle. Contact Terry Johnson in advance.
Juniors (20 and under), may borrow an AR15 Service Rifle, and will shoot in a Special Junior Service Rifle Class for
certificates only,. There is State Assoc. donated 223 ammo available for Juniors, Notify Jim Foster
JTFoster@Comcast.net or 801-231-3757 well in advance.
The course of fire will be: (at 100 Yards)
5 sighting shots prone. Time limit 5 minutes
20 shots, single shot from prone. Time limit 20 minutes
10 Shots, rapid fire, from standing to prone, including a reload. Time limit 80 seconds.
10 Shots, rapid fire, from standing to sitting, including a reload. Time limit 70 seconds.
10 shots, standing, single shot at a time. Time limit 10 minutes
Awards: Match Winner Certificates will be awarded to the top shooter in each of the above listed categories. Also CMP
Gold Silver and Bronze pins will be awarded based on total score compared with current year CMP cutoffs scores found
in the CMP rules. See: Appendix G of CMP rules, http://www.odcmp.com/Competitions/CMPGamesRules.pdf . These
rules will govern the operation of this match. Reading them will answer most questions.
If questions remain after reading the rules, or you want to verify you have CMP Affidavit on file, email Will Smith at
UtahRifleShooter@Gmail.com.
As we have limited spaces please pre register with Terry Johnston at 435-750-6102 or email at Terence.Johnston @
comcast.net .

